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D
uring the past decade, focused elec-
tron beam induced deposition
(EBID)1�4 has attracted more and

more attention since it represents a very
powerful direct write method for the three-
dimensional fabrication of functional na-
nostructures (conductive, insulating, mag-
netic, etc.) even on nonflat surfaces.5�13 In
contrast to focused ion beam induced
deposition,3 which is an often used tech-
nique, EBID is free of sputtering effects,
unwanted ion implantation, and the partly
high thermal stress which can alter or harm
the substrate.14�17 Due to these advan-
tages, EBID is highly suited for rapid proto-
typingwith particular emphasis on sensitive
samples such as soft matter (polymers, bio-
logical samples, etc.), nanoelectronic and
optical applications, or proof of concept
studies.18�26

However, due to the three-dimensional
propagation of electrons in solids,27 primary
electrons are not confined to the point of
beam incidence, which broadens the in-
tended deposition point28�31 and limits
theminimum achievable feature dimension
as a function of primary electron energy and
deposit height.28,32,33,36 Furthermore, scat-
tered electrons can also leave the deposit
again and cause proximity deposition, as
observed as an unwanted effect on the
nanoscale by several authors,32,34�37 which
reduces the lateral resolution capabilities
of EBID even further. The understanding
of themechanism of proximity effects is an
essential part for both, reducing unwanted
proximity deposition or possibly using such
processes as an advantage for special
purposes.
In this study, we focus on fundamental

proximity effects for nonflat deposits as
can be used for template purposes38�43 or
functional structures.37,44�52 We combine

experimental results with Monte Carlo elec-
tron trajectory simulations2,53 as the meth-
od of choice for determining the individual
effects of different electron species such as
backscattered and forward scattered elec-
trons. The combination of both approaches
enables us to interpret the observed proxi-
mity effects by fundamental processes
which are of relevance for all electron beam
induced processes independent of the
used precursor gas. The study demonstrates
clearly that a careful experimental para-
meter adaptation is absolutely necessary
in order to exploit the full potential of this
powerful direct write synthesis technique
by means of maximization of deposition
efficiencies and minimization of struc-
ture broadening and unwanted proximity
deposition.
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ABSTRACT Fundamental pro-

ximity effects for electron beam

induced deposition processes on

nonflat surfaces were studied ex-

perimentally and via simulation.

Two specific effects were elucidated

and exploited to considerably

increase the volumetric growth

rate of this nanoscale direct write

method: (1) increasing the scanning electron pitch to the scale of the lateral electron straggle

increased the volumetric growth rate by 250% by enhancing the effective forward scattered,

backscattered, and secondary electron coefficients as well as by strong recollection effects of

adjacent features; and (2) strategic patterning sequences are introduced to reduce precursor

depletion effects which increase volumetric growth rates by more than 90%, demonstrating

the strong influence of patterning parameters on the final performance of this powerful direct

write technique.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Classical EBID patterning strategies typically use
a raster- or serpentine-like sequence of consecu-
tive discrete deposition events with the point pitch
d (assumed to be identical in X and Y) and the beam
dwell time t per point (assumed to be constant for all
points). After completing a single patterning frame, the
number of patterning loops is used to adjust the
deposit thickness. Typical instrumental default condi-
tions are often chosen in such a way that the resulting
surface roughness of the deposits is very low (atomic
force microscopy measurements reveal values of 1 nm
(rms) or less). However, the resulting volume growth
rates (VGRs) for such default conditions are often rather
low, which is caused by the fact that deposition is
mainly caused by primary electrons (PE) at the point of
incidence, backscattered electrons (BSE) in the vicinity
of the incident electron beam, and by related second-
ary electrons type I and II (SEI, SEII).

28,30,53 Many primary
and subsequently generated electrons in the solid,
however, are “lost” within the bulk according to the
interaction volume,27 which results in very low depo-
sition efficiencies. This is demonstrated in Figure 1,
which shows the temporal VGR evolution (diamonds,
left axis) of a free-standing Pt nanopillar (representing a
single pixel of a scanned pattern), fabricated from
MePtCpMe3 precursor at 5 keV and 1600 pA on HOPG
substrates in spot mode. For growth times (respective
dwell times) in the microsecond range, the VGR is very
low due to the high number of “lost” electrons as the
primary electron penetrates into the substrate and few
of the generated secondary electrons along its tra-
jectory make it to the surface. As the growth time
increases, the deposit develops into a conical regime,
which is characterized by a change in side wall angle
(triangles, right axis) from initially 90� from the flat

substrate. As the cone develops, the VGR increases
strongly as more electrons traverse the surface
(scattered primary electrons and generated secondary
electrons) and cause more deposition events on the
deposit surface.2,31,32 Once the interaction volume
reaches the substrate/pillar interface, the VGR is max-
imized and the morphology changes into the cylin-
drical regime,28,32,53,54 which is reflected by the satu-
ration of the reduced side wall angle. The inset in
Figure 1 shows a transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) bright field image which reveals the top conical
interaction region and the saturated cylindrical region,
in this case with a cylinder diameter of about 120 nm.
The decreasing VGR tendency after this maximum
is related to the kinetics of the precursor molecules
along the nanopillar and has been described in
literature.29,30,54

Volume Growth Rate Variation. According to Figure 1, it
would be necessary to allow each single point or pixel
to develop into a conical morphology to make the
otherwise “lost” electrons accessible for deposition
events. To reveal this proposed VGR efficiency increase,
the patterning point pitch d during deposition was

Figure 1. Temporal evolution of volume growth rate
(diamonds, left axis) and reduced side wall angle (triangles,
right axis),measured to the surface normal, for free-standing
Pt nanopillars grown at 5 keV/1600 pA in spotmode. The
inset shows a TEM bright field image of a nanopillar reveal-
ing the typical conical geometry followed by the cylindrical
shape with a diameter of ∼120 nm.

Figure 2. (a) Experimental volume growth rate (VGR)
dependency (squares) on patterning point pitches with
AFM images as insets revealing the changing surface
properties (identical scales). (b) Monte Carlo based simu-
lations of relative electron yield for surface penetrat-
ing electrons (BSE þ FSE) without (circles) and with elec-
tron recollection (triangles). The insets show electron
trajectories on almost flat (left inset) and multidome
surfaces revealing origin of enhanced electron emission
and recollection.
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continuously increased while the dwell time and the
total electron dose per unit area was kept constant via
changing the number patterning loops. The Pt depos-
its have then been characterized via focused ion beam
(FIB) cross cuts and scanning electron microscopy
(SEM). As expected, the increasing point pitch leads
to increasing deposit volumes after identical deposi-
tion times (and electron dose), as shown in Figure 2a,
by a relative VGR plot, referenced to the default con-
ditions of 13 nm point pitch. The insets show atomic
force microscopy (AFM) height images which visualize
the change from flat surfaces (13 nm pitch) toward
multidome surfaces (200 nm pitch). Note, the deposit
volumes used for the VGR calculations do not include

the dome itself but just the fully closed part under-
neath (see S1 in Supporting Information), hence, un-
derestimating the real VGR values (see Figure S1c). To
give confirmation that the structures have a fully
closed character, free-standing single lines were char-
acterized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
which revealed a closed character even for point
pitches beyond 300 nm S1 and Figure S2. Furthermore,
the three-dimensional deposits on HOPG have been
carefully characterized via SEM from different geome-
tries (Figure S2) and revealed the appearance of pin-
holes along the diagonals between pixels for point
pitch values above 250 nm, hence, representing the
upper point pitch limit for continuous or fully closed

Figure 3. Monte Carlo based histograms of surface penetration events versus (a) radial distance to the electron beam and
(b) electron energy for surface exiting BSE and FSE as well as for recollected BSE and FSE compared for flat and multidome
surfaces according to a patterning point pitch of 200 nm.
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deposits. It is of particular interest to compare the fully
closed character of a 255 nm point pitch deposit with
the typical diameter of a free-standing Pt nanopillar of
about 120 nm, which is grown at identical electron
energy andbeam current in spotmode (see Figure 1). It
reflects that the lateral growth rate is increased by
more than 150% just because of proximity effects
which can be seen as an advantage (higher VGR) but
also as a disadvantage due to unwanted structure
broadening.

To explain the strong VGR increase shown in
Figure 2a, two main effects must be considered: (1) a
change in the growth regime, based on varying pre-
cursor depletion/replenishment conditions;3,29,30,37,54,55

and (2) electron trajectory related proximity deposition.
The latter effect is rather complex since not only PE, BSE,
SEI, and SEII are involved but also forward scattered
electrons (FSE) and related SE which are further denoted
as SEIII. Figure 2b shows simulated and normalized
electron yield for PtC4 versus pitch considering electrons
that only exit a dome (circles) and including electrons
that re-enter neighboring domes (triangles). Addition-
ally, due to the composition changes thatwill bedemon-
strated below, we also simulated PtC7whose normalized
total electron yield versus pitch is found to be nearly
identical to PtC4, though the absolute value for high
point pitches is slightly increased due to the smaller
average atomic number and molecular weight (see
Figure S4a and S4). While all the subsequent discussion
will focus on the simulated PtC4 results, the data are
consistent with slightly changing PtCX composition de-
scribed below. Figure 3a shows Monte Carlo based
histograms for surface exiting FSEs (solid red) and BSEs
(solid blue) versus the projected radial distance to the
primary electronbeam for amultidomesurfacebasedon
200 nm point pitch patterns in comparison to the BSE
distribution for flat surface (black, dash dotted) (details
can be found in S3). The integrated BSE yield (excluding
re-entered electrons) is increased by a factor of 2.57
(BSE200/BSE15, integrated for the full lateral range
simulated) which is caused by the enhanced surface
area which folds closely around the intrinsic interaction
volume.27 Furthermore, the curved surfaces allow for
considerable FSE contributions: the 200 nm point pitch
surfaces generate about 1.9 (FSE200/BSE15, integrated for
the full lateral range simulated) times the BSE yield for
flat surfaces. More importantly, however, is the fact that
surface exiting FSEs are not “lost” but entirely recollected
by adjacent domes. This recollection contribution holds
also for a certain fraction of BSEs depending on their exit
angles. Such recollectedBSEs and FSEs canbe re-emitted
again (eventually dissociating a precursor molecule) or
have their remaining energy loss entirely within the
adjacent dome. Figure 3a shows also the recollection
contributions for BSEs (dashed blue) and FSEs (dashed
red) which show considerable contribution even at
a distance of 200 nm apart from the actual primary

electron beam entry. In this context, it is important to
note that such far reaching electrons have often experi-
enced a high number of inelastic scattering events which
decrease the electron energy and increases the dissocia-
tion probability due to the energy-dependent disso-
ciation probability for precursor molecules.28�30,55,56

In addition to this “long distance” BSE and FSE contribu-
tion with increasing deposition probability, near sur-
face SE generation (types I, II, and III) can also strongly
contribute to deposition due to their low energies.
Figure 3adepicts also the radial distributionof the total SE
yield forflat (greendotted) andmultidomesurfaces (solid
green; basedon200nmpoint pitch patterns) whichwere
found to increase with the same tendency as the sum of
BSE and FSE, while the relative SE fraction is decreasing
fromabout 50% to less than30% for 15 and250nmpoint
pitches, respectively (see S4 and Figure S4).

Figure 3b shows the energy distribution of surface
penetrating FSE and BSE (see color code) for the
200 nm point pitch pattern in comparison to the BSE
related energy distribution (black dash-dot line).
Although qualitatively similar, it can be seen that the
absolute number of low energy electrons is strongly
increased as a result of far reaching BSE and FSE which
favors deposition events even further due to the
previously mentioned energy dependent dissociation
probability.

Figure 2b gives finally the sum of surface exiting
BSE, FSE, and SE (all species) versus point pitches in a
relative plot (referenced to 15 nm pitch) without
(circles) and with (triangles) recollected electron con-
tributions, clearly indicating the strong increase due to
multiple surface penetration events (up to an addi-
tional factor of 2). As it can be seen, a saturation
tendency is observed for point pitches beyond
200 nm, caused by the fact that the cones have evolved
to their full intrinsic heights in agreement with the
interaction volume as schematically depicted by the
right inset in Figure 2b. So far, it can be concluded that
curved surfaces allow for an enhanced electron re-
emission (BSE and FSE) with a higher contribution of
low electron energies which preferably dissociate pre-
cursor molecules. This situation is even further in-
creased due to near surface SE generated by the
increased number of surface penetration events.

Influence of Precursor Depletion Regime. The compari-
son of experimental (Figure 2a) and simulated VGR
behavior (triangles in Figure 2b) for the sub-100 nm
point pitch range reveals that, instead of the simulated
progressive increase, a more linear trend is observed
for experiments. To explain this behavior, one must
consider that the simulations ignore the influence of
the precursor coverage which, however, is not con-
stant during the beam dwell time and results in a
dynamic growth rate which decreases as the precursor
is locally consumed.29,30,37,54 Depending on the beam
dwell time per point, the precursor population at but
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also around the primary electron beam is depleted
due to consumption by different electron species
(see Figure S5 and S5). The precursor population is a
function of the dynamic depletion and the precursor
diffusion and adsorption as replenishment sources,
respectively.29,30,37,54 In particular, the proximity deple-
tion has further consequences if very small point
pitches are chosen since consecutive patterning beam
pulses will start with partially depleted precursor pop-
ulation. This is equivalent to a growth regime shift
toward more mass transport-limited (MTL) condi-
tions3,5,28 which reduce the VGR. Consequently, larger
point pitches provide higher precursor population for
consecutive patterning points due to strongly reduced
proximity depletion. To separate the growth regime
influences from morphology-related proximity effects,
discussed in the first part, an interlace patterning
strategy was introduced, which is schematically shown
in Figure 4a: (1) deposition of one interlace frame
with point pitch dI (blue squares) and low dwell times
t (needed to provide very flat deposit surfaces after
single frame deposition); (2) deposition of the same
interlace frame with coordinates shifted about a small
distance dS (green squares). After the sequential ex-
ecution of several single frames with systematically
shifted coordinates, as schematically shown in the red

bordered area in Figure 4a, very small final point
pitches can be achieved, which deposits flat surfaces.
When the interlace point pitch dI is now systematically
increased while the final point pitches are kept iden-
tical, proximity depletion described above is continu-
ously reduced while morphological influences are
practically eliminated due to very flat deposits. Please
note that the total electron dose is kept constant for
direct comparison. Figure 4b shows the relative VGR
dependency on the interlace point pitch dI for a
constant final point pitch of 13 nm (identical to instru-
mental default conditions), resulting in deposit rough-
ness of less than 2 nm, as shown by the AFM insets in
Figure 4b (1.4 nm rms roughness was found for an
interlace point pitch of 200 nm). The important finding,
however, is the saturation tendency above 100 nm
interlace point pitch which indicates that the proximity
depletion for a radius above 100 nm is negligible due
to a more constant precursor coverage of the surface.
The observed VGR increase above this point pitch in
Figure 2a is therefore mainly driven by morphology-
induced proximity effects: the increasing electron yield
(Figure 2a) in combination with multiple reemission
and re-entering processes (Figure 2b).

Chemical Composition. Finally, Figure 5 shows the
result of compositional analyses of Pt (atom %) via
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) carefully
performed on the dome centers in different geome-
tries. As can be seen, there are three different char-
acteristics: (i) a weak increase, startingwith a Pt content
of 11 ( 0.7 atom % for 13 nm point pitch, up to about
120 nmwhere it changes into (ii) a stronger increase up
to about 200 nm point pitch followed by (iii) a more
constant regime with a Pt content of 14( 0.9 atom %.
These regimes can be correlated to the varying elec-

trons per precursor�molecule ratios. The correlation of
the Pt/C ratio in EBID deposits has been well-studied,
and the increase in the Pt/C ratios at higher electron
currents is associated with more complete dissociation
and desorption of carbonaceous byproduct associated
with the MePtCpMe3 precursor.4,56 For point pitch
values above 100 nm, the precursor population is

Figure 4. (a) Scheme of interlacing strategy for patterning
to combine large point pitches for each single frame while
final point pitches are very small; (b) relative volumegrowth
rate behavior for increasing interlace pitches dI, while final
point pitches (dS) are kept constant at 13 nm. The AFM
insets reveal very smooth surfaces for the entire range of dI
(max 1.4 nm rms roughness for 200 nm interlace pitch dI).

Figure 5. EDS measurements of the Pt content (atom %)
dependent on the point pitch values for regular patterning
strategies (5 keV, 1600 pA).
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generally constant, as shown by the interlacing experi-
ments in Figure 4b. Conversely, as has been described,
the effective electron yield increases with the point
pitch and reaches its maximum at about 200 nm
(triangles in Figure 2a). Thus the three regimes can
be correlated to the effective electron dose per pre-
cursor molecule deposited. Starting with region iii, it is
clear that above 200 nm point pitch, the precursor
population, electron yield, and the effective growth
rate all saturate, thus we expect the electron dose/
precursor molecule to be constant. In region ii, the
precursor population or concentration is generally
constant; however, the electron yield is increasing,
thus there is an effectively increasing electron dose
per precursor molecule in this range. Finally, there is an
interesting competition in region i which is attributed
to the very gradual change in composition. Namely,
both the electron yield (Figure 2a) and the precursor
population (Figure 4b) are increasing in this point pitch
range due to the depletion range of ∼100 nm, thus it
appears that the electron yield is increasing at a slightly
faster rate than the precursor population is increasing
in this range. Thus there appears to be a slightly higher
electron dose per precursor molecule in this regime.

Implications for Nanoscale Synthesis. From combined
experimental results and simulations, it can be de-
duced that the VGR variation upon increasing pattern-
ing point pitches shown in Figure 2a ismainly driven by
two different effects: (i) diffusion based proximity
depletion (DPD) for small point pitches which is based
on a varying precursor coverage of the surface; and (ii)
morphology induced proximity deposition (MPD) for
larger point pitches as a result of increasing electron
yields and multiple re-emission/re-entering processes
on nonflat surfaces, which represent fundamental
processes for any type of electron beam induced
deposition processes.

The study reveals that re-emission/recollection ef-
fects (hence nonlocal deposition) on nonflat surfaces
can reach as far as several 100 nm even for low primary
electron energy of 5 keV. The practical aspect of these
findings and the knowledge of its underlying mechan-
ism is the ability to adapt the deposition process
according to the aimed application: (1) DPD effects
(low efficiencies) can be minimized by lowering the
beam dwell times to a minimum37,54 (see S5) and the
combination with interlacing patterning strategies
which enhance VGRs without losing deposit smooth-
ness; (2) MPD influences (unwanted broadening/
proximity deposition) can be reduced by lowering the
electron energy which effectively reduces the Bethe
range and thus the spatial expansion of electron
trajectories according to the interaction volume. Alter-
natively, the electron beam current can be reduced
which decreases the number of surface penetrating
BSEs and FSEs and as a consequence the fraction of
(partly far reaching) recollected/re-emittedelectrons.31,32,37

Figure 6 shows SEM top view images from identi-
cally prepared deposits for point pitches of 255 nmand
beam currents of 1600 pA (left) and 400 pA (right). It
can clearly be seen that the 400 pA structures are not
closed due to a reduced number of surface penetrating
electrons which can be recollected by adjacent struc-
tures. A closer look, however, reveals slightly varying
pillar diameter for the 400 pA structure in agreement
with previous literature:31,32 while central pillars are
vertically and horizontally almost closed (position
1: Ø∼ 250 nm), positions 2 and 3 reveal systematically
reduced diameters of∼200 and∼180 nm. This special
finding can be explained by the anisotropy in the
number of domes in the vicinity which can contribute
to re-emission and recollection: while position 1 has
the highest number of neighbors, position 2 has only
50% while position has only 25%. A closer look to the
1600 pA deposit in Figure 6 (left) reveals the same
tendencies although more complicated to quantify.
These special shapes and variations prove that proxi-
mity deposition can be an essential even for the
reduced beam current and confirms the validity of
the above-discussed model. The laterally varying vol-
ume growth rate (Figure 4) based on proximity effects
is also capable of explaining why perfectly rectangular
cross sections are often complicated to achieve with
EBID for mid- and high-range currents.

The observed growth effects, demonstrated here
at 5 keV beam energy for PtCX deposition, have inter-
esting implications for different beam energies and
different materials (both of which will be demon-
strated in subsequent studies). As described, both
proximity effects are a function of the beam interaction
region and thus both vary with beam energy and
material. However, simply increasing the primary beam
energy does not automatically extend the observed
trends to larger pitch values due to further effects such
as lower dissociation cross sections, different second-
ary electron generation, and a lower charge carrier
density for exiting and re-entering BSE and FSE be-
cause the beam interaction region is distributed over
larger areas. Thus, as an example, higher currents
are expected to be necessary to adequately fill the
between-dome regions. Similar arguments can be
enumerated for deposited materials with different
density, atomic number, and atomic weight. Thus we

Figure 6. SEM top view images from Pt deposits with
255 nm point pitch for 1600 pA (left) and 400 pA (right).
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present our observations at 5 keV as a basic guide
based on a thorough understanding of electron�solid�
precursor interactions and suggest that similar trends
can be replicated for different beam energies and
materials.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have investigated the correlation
of electron propagation in solids with enhanced vol-
ume growth rates for focused electron beam induced
deposition processes on nonflat surfaces. Monte Carlo
simulations reveal that feature dimensions close to the
intrinsic electron interaction volume enhance the elec-
tron yield for backscattered and forward scattered
electrons which can furthermore be recollected by
adjacent surface features (100% collection rate for
forward scattered electrons). The data explains in good
agreement with experimentally found volume growth
rate enhancements which, depending on the purpose,
can also result in unwanted proximity deposition or

broadening effects. Since the Monte Carlo simulations
do not consider the precursor population on the sur-
face, special patterning strategies have been applied to
eliminate surface diffusion related depletion effects of
precursor molecules, which confirmed the simulation
results by means of a surface induced enhancement of
the volume growth rates. Finally, the proximity effects
were determined to also affect the resultant deposition
composition and three regimes were identified and
correlated to the effective electron yield per precursor
molecule. Importantly, the Pt content increased in the
optimum growth strategies presented. The study de-
monstrates the necessity of a purpose-dependent
parameter adaptation during electron beam induced
deposition to exploit the full potential of this direct
write technique. Furthermore, it is shown how alter-
native patterning strategies can be used to reduce
surface diffusion depletion effects which can be a
major issue for electron beam induced deposition
processes.

METHODOLOGY
Deposition experiments have been performed with a FEI

NOVA 200 dual beam system equipped with a Pt gas injection
system (GIS) system (FEI) using MePtCpMe3 as precursor. The
substrates were composed of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite
(HOPG) which were freshly cleaved via adhesive tape immedi-
ately before evacuation of the microscope chamber. The Pt
precursor was heated at 45 �C at least 1 h prior to deposition,
and the GIS nozzle was placed 250 μm above the substrate. To
provide a stable thermodynamic precursor/substrate situation,
the GIS valve was opened at least 2 min before deposition,
resulting in a stable chamber pressure of 2 � 10�5 mbar
(microscope chamber background pressure was 6� 10�6 mbar
before the GIS valvewas opened). Prior to the actual deposition,
a drift compensation field was prepared to establish a charging
related equilibrium. Pixel dwell times have been set to 40 μs and
kept constant for all experiments. The patterning generator was
directly controlled by stream files which have been generated
by Cþþ routines. To analyze the deposit heights, the system
was pumped again for at least 1 h after closing the GIS valve and
withdrawing the GIS needle. Subsequently, TEOS precursor was
used to deposit another layer on top of the Pt deposit to
improve contrast of the Pt deposit edge. After another clear-
ance period of 1 h, the focused ion beam capabilities of the dual
beam system were used to prepare cross sections of the SiOx

covered Pt deposits via low ion beam currents of a maximum of
50 pA. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was per-
formed in the NOVA 200 system by an Xflash silicon drift
detector (4010, Bruker AXS) with short acquisition times of
60 s. To provide high reliability, multiple measurements have
been done at the dome centers in different angles to check for
morphology-induced artifacts as well as for unwanted carbon
contamination. AFM measurements were performed with a
Dimension 3100 microscope (Digital Instruments, VEECO) op-
erated with a Nanoscope IVa controller and a Hybrid XYZ closed
loop scan-head. The entire system was placed in a glovebox
(MBraunUnilab) operated in a dry N2 atmosphere (H2O andO2 <
0.1 ppm).
The Monte Carlo simulations used in this work simulated

1.25millionelectrons for eachsimulationandassumeda1nmradius
Gaussian shaped electron beam (5 keV) which is introduced to a
nondiscretized 3D surface that was calculated based on a
prescribed surface; in this case, a series of domes with different

height and pitches chosen to represent the resultant EBID
morphology realized by varying the scanning parameters. The
analytical function describing the surface morphology was
derived from TEM and AFM based cross sectional analyses of
different point pitch deposits (see S4). Each electron trajectory is
calculated using the Bethe continuously slowing down approx-
imation (CSDA) model57,58 in order to simulate all inelastic
scattering events between two elastic events. To estimate
scattering angles, a screened Rutherford cross section59,60 was
chosen due to the lack of amore accurate Mott cross section for
the PtC4 and PtC7 material we were emulating. The stopping
power of the material was estimated using Luo and Joy's well-
known modified Bethe equation,61 and the density of the PtCX
deposits was assumed to be∼4.5 and an average Z number and
molecular weight based on the stoichiometry. This combined
approach has been successfully used to solve difficult problems
in EBID and EBL applications.62

Generation of secondary electrons utilized the fast secondary
electron model.63 This was translated to Monte Carlo code
by64,65 and uses the conservation of momentum and Coulomb
interactions between incident electrons and free electrons of
the substrate atoms to estimate the number and trajectory of
the generated SEs. Their transport to the surface is achieved
using a cascade model proposed by66 which was shown by
these authors to provide a very good correlation to experi-
mental yields. The inelasticmean free path (IMFP) of the SEs was
estimated using that of PMMA since it has a similar density and
high carbon content. The transmission/reflection probability
was calculated based on the work of refs 61 and 67. The
secondary electron coefficient was tuned for 5 keV beam on a
flat PtC4 and PtC7 substrate to total secondary electron yield of
PtC4 = 0.3 (SEI = 0.15, SEII = 0.15) and PtC7 = 0.25 (SEI = 0.14, SEII =
0.11) and resulted in a backscattered yield of PtC4 = 0.27 and
PtC7 = 0.2. The reduced backscattered and SE yield is attributed
to the lower average Z number and molecular weight of the
PtC7 material which logically reduces the stopping power. The
electrons in the simulation were tracked through space using a
single scattering method59 where they are traced until they exit
the sample (and do not re-enter in a space of 4� the prescribed
domepitch) or their energy drops below a setminimumvalue of
50 eV. Upon their exit, they are tracked as a straight line
trajectory through vacuum until they (1) pass the maximum
dome height in the z-dimension, (2) re-enter a nearby solid
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dome, or (3) travel a distance 4� the prescribed pitch in which
the trajectory is stopped but they are counted as re-entered if
they have a forward scattered trajectory. If they re-enter an
adjacent dome, their trajectory is continued using their con-
served energy and momentum as demonstrated in the inset of
Figure 2b and inmore detail in Figure S3c. The simulation stores
their exit (and re-entry) energies, radial positions (from the
center of the Gaussian source), and angles (relative to the beam
direction).
The primary electron (PE) is referred to as a backscattered

electron (BSE) if its exit or re-entry trajectory is away from the
target sample (i.e., φ < 90�) or a forward scattered (FSE) if it exits
or re-enters at a downward trajectory (i.e., 180� > φ > 90�). The
generated secondary electrons are divided into two classes: SEI
electrons are those which are generated within five scattering
steps upon initially entering the sample. SEII electrons are
generated at all subsequent scattering steps along the PE
trajectory.
For a more detailed explanation of the concepts presented

relating to this Monte Carlo model, see ref 28. A comprehensive
explanation of these concepts is also given by ref 2.
For the simulations presented in this work, two sets of runs are

presented. First, six different types of dome morphologies were
run with a pitch of 15, 50, 100, 150, 200, and 250 nm. Each pitch
was simulated in such a manner that the PE exit points were
storedbut tracking throughvacuumwasdisabled, thus stopping
the electron solid algorithm upon the first exit. The second set of
simulations involved the same pitch series; however, the exited
electron trajectory was continued and allowed to re-enter in
neighboring domes. Thus a comparison of the electron yields for
the primary beam in the incident dome versus recollected
electrons in neighboring domes could be compared.
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